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1.0 SUMMARY:

A three man crew was engaged in ground geophysical surveys on the Road 

Property between May 22 to June 27, 1980.

The magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys outlined two VLF conductors that 

warrant further investigation. One of the conductors is associated with 

a linnear magnetic body and represents a contact area. The second 

conductor (conductor E) is not associated with any magnetic high and 

could represent a graphitic or sulphide shear.

The magnetic survey indicated the location of the Destor-Porcupine fault 

zone. The northern contact of this zone is marked by an unconformity. 

More work is warranted on this property as a result of these two surveys.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION;

The Road Claim Group was staked for Armco Mineral Exploration Ltd. in 

December 1979. The group consists of 14 contiguous claims 11 of which 

are being included for assessment. Crew for the work consisted of 

a supervisor and two instrument operators. The claims were staked on 

the basis of favourable geology. Electromagnetic and magnetic surveys 

were conducted in an effort to locate and evaluate the presence of 

economic minerals. Surveys were conducted on a grid with cross lines 

every 400'. The surveys were completed between May 22, 1980 and June 

24, 1980, as part of larger survey in Guibord Township. Various check 

surveys were done throughout the summer months.
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3.0 THE PROPERTY;

The property consists of 14 contiguous mining claims staked in December 

1979 in Guibord Township. The claims are currently held by Armco 

Mineral Exploration Ltd., P.O. Box 3000, Guelph, Ontario.

The claims are listed below:

L-548507 

L-548508 

L-548509 

L-548510 

L-548511 

L-548512 

L-548513 

L-548514 

L-548515 

L-548516 

L-548517 

L-548518 

L-548519 

L-548520

SJji Lot 12

SE** Sh Lot 12

SWJfi S*s Lot 11

SEk Sh Lot 11

S 1̂  Lot 12

Sh Lot 12

8*3 Lot 11

S^ Lot 11

J& Lot 12

N^ Lot 11

N4 Lot 11

Mb. Hh Lot 12

NVftj N^ Lot 11

NE^ N*s Lot 11

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Cone. IV

Claims L548518, L548519, and L548520 are not being included for credit.
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4.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS;

The fourteen mining claims are located in Guibord Township, district of 

Cochrane in the Larder Lake Mining Division. All of the claims are 

located in Lots 11, 12 Cone. IV of Guibord Township, 1^ miles north of 

the Holtyre Townsite. Access is by truck along Highway 572 north 

from Holtyre.
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5.0 PREVIOUS WORK;

1946 - Hislop Mines Limited drilled 4 holes across the property in 

Lot 11, Concession IV. The drill holes intersected mafic 

volcanics and talc chlorite schist.

1964 - Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines drilled three holes for 

a total of 2010 feet. The drill holes intersected the sed 

andesite contact. Drill holes were located 480' west of 

post #2 of what is now L548518.
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6.0 GENERAL GEOLOGY;

The rocks in the Guibord Township area are Archean in age and belong to 

the Abitibi Sub-province of the Superior Province. The township and 

surrounding region is underlain by a complex mix of volcanics, sedimentary 

and plutonic rocks. The major structural feature in the area is the 

Destor-Porcupine fault zone which crosses the township in a northwest- 

southeast direction. Direction and extent of movement along this fault 

is not known. The fault zone varies in dip from nearly vertical to 45 

South (Prest 1951).

The strata face south on the south side of the fault and face north north 

of the fault. The rocks have irregularly shaped contacts but generally 

strike northwest southeast.

North of the Destor-Porcupine fault zone is Pipestone fault zone. The 

Pipestone Fault is another major shear that joins up with the Destor- 

Porcupine Fault Zone east of Guibord Township.

Cross faulting is common in a north-north-east to north direction. Due 

to the amount of overburden the extent of these faults is not known.

Glacial deposits in the area range from glacial lacustrine clay and silt 

which covers most of the township to outwash sands and gravels in the 

east central and northeast part of the township.

For more detailed geology of the claim group see the geological report of 

the claim group.
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7.0 GEOPHYSICS;

7.1 Magnetic Survey

The magnetic survey was carried out by M. Greer between June 8, 1980 

and June 30, 1980. Weather conditions and job related activities 

prevented continuous work on the grid. The survey was part of an overall 

program conducted by H.E. Neal d Associates Ltd. for Armco Mineral 

Exploration Ltd.

Readings were recorded at 25 feet intervals along the side lines and 

every 50 feet along the baseline. The grid consisted of an east-west 

baseline with side lines at 400* intervals. No line was cut south from 

00 on the baseline due to the presence of a gas pipeline, which was 

expected to interfere with the magnetometer survey. Base stations were 

located at 4E, 28E and 44E on the baseline.

7.1.1 Instrument and Sensitivity

The instrument used was a Fluxgate Magnetometer, Model MF-l manufactured 

by Scintrex Limited. It has an accuracy of iO.5% from the 1000 to 10,000 

gamma scale and an accuracy of  1.021 at scales greater than 10,000 gammas.

The fluxgate magnetometer measures the strength of the vertical component 

of the total magnetic field. The resulting value is given in gammas. 

The magnetic field at any given station will consist of the sum of the 

earth's magnetic field and the magnetic field of the bedrock at that point.
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The magnetic field of the bedrock is dependant on the concentration of 

naturally magnetic minerals in the bedrock or minerals capable of 

possessing a secondary field which is induced by the earth's primary 

magnetic field.

7.1.2 The Survey

The survey was conducted as described in the previous section. The base 

stations were established relative to each other so that even though 

different base stations were used, all stations recorded on the grid 

could be plotted relative to each other. Base stations were read four 

times daily. In addition to the four base stations all other baseline 

stations were taken relative to the base stations to eliminate the need 

for more frequent checks.

Due to fluctuations in the earth's magnetic field it is necessary to take 

frequent base station readings. Any apparent changes in the magnetic 

intensity that occur during the time interval between baseline checks is 

then applied as a progressive adjustment to the readings taken during that 

period of time.

The contoured results of the magnetic survey aid in the determination of 

strike, dip, location and shape of a magnetic body.
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7.2 Electromagnetic Survey

The VLF-EM survey was carried out by M. Eastwood during the period June

8, 1980 to June 24, 1980 as part of the overall exploration program

conducted by H.E.Neal 6 Associates Ltd. personnel in Guibord Township.

Station readings were recorded at 50' station intervals along the 400' 

cross lines. The readings were recorded as if facing north. The VLF 

transmitting station used was NAA, Cutler, Maine, which has a transmitting 

frequency of 17.8 K H Z.

7.2.1 Instrument and Sensitivity

The instrument used in the survey was a Geonics EM16 VLF-EM. The 

sensitivity of the In-phase is  1507, and Quad-phase is  4052. The instrument 

has a resolution of  1JK. The Geonics EM-16 has an operating range of 

15 to 25 KHz VLF operating band.

The EM16 is a sensitive receiver which measures the vertical field 

components of secondary magnetic fields caused in the following manner.

The VLF transmitting stations have a vertical antenna with a vertical 

antenna current. This creates a concentric, horizontal magnetic field 

around each station. When the magnetic fields come in contact with 

conductive bodies in the ground a secondary magnetic field radiates from 

these bodies.
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The receiver has two receiving coils with one coil having a vertical axis 

and the other a horizontal axis. The signal from the vertical axis coil is 

minimized by tilting the instrument which measures the vertical real 

component as a percentage. The remaining signal is balanced out by a 

measured percentage of a signal from the horizontal coil which gives an 

accurate measure of the quadrature vertical signal. The measured values 

are relative only.

The VLF station N.A.A. Cutler, Maine was chosen because it is in line 

with the strike of the rocks in the area. The results of a survey when 

plotted as a profile show the location of various conductors in the ground.
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8.0 RESULTS.-

8.1 Magnetic Survey

The magnetic area outlined three distinct magnetic zones. The northern 

most magnetic area (Zone A) is characterized by low magnetic values. These 

values are fairly consistent north of the baseline with the contact between 

it and Zone B occurring between 28E on the baseline and 9+25S on line 52E. 

Examination of outcrops nearby and drill hole logs in the area show the 

bedrock to be andesite.

The government geological map for the area shows the southern contact 

of a large sediment band in the cutting through the property. The magnetic 

information does not show this contact as it did not extend far enough 

north. The middle zone (Zone B) is delinneated by higher magnetics than 

in Zone A. Bedrock in this zone is most likely massive mafic lavas. 

Examination of nearby outcrops that are an extension of this zone show 

this to be the case. Dips appear to be north. The magnetic low occurring. 

in the centre of the zone is likely to be intermediate volcanics.

The contact between Zone B and Zone C appears to be unconformible 

indicating Zone C to be the Destor-Porcupine Fault Zone. The extremely 

high magnetic bodies alternate with lower magnetic bodies. The magnetic 

body between lines 20E and 28E on the north bank of the Pike River is 

associated with mafic breccias. The other linear magnetic bodies are 

probably mafic intrusives surrounded by talc schist. These rock types 

are common in the -Destor-Porcupine fault Zone in the area. A fault appears 

to intersect both zones B and C in the area of lines 20E and 24E. The 

fault strikes NE-SW.
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8.2 Electromagnetic Survey

The VLF survey located 6 conductors. Five of the conductors are 

located within magnetic Zone C. Conductor A is associated with the 

northern contact of the largest linnear magnetic anomaly. The in-phase 

component is very strong with moderate to weak conductivity as shown by 

the quadrature phase. The conductor probably reflects the changes in 

bedrock depth between the intrusive and the soft bedrock to the north. 

It also reflects the contact between the more conductive intrusive 

and the less conductive rocks to the north. Conductor B shows a moderate 

to strong in-phase response but little or no quadrature strength. This 

conductor is probably reflecting surface conditions.

Conductor C from lines 16E to 24 E is similar to Conductor A in geological 

setting but the quadrature phase shows it to be more conductive. The 

east end of the conductor at line 28E is associated with the south side of 

a different magnetic high. This conductor could represent a mineralized 

shear zone. Conductor D is similar in character to Conductor A although 

not enough is seen of this conductor to be certain. Conductor E is not 

associated with any magnetic high and unlike all the other conductors it is 

not in magnetic Zone C. Although not associated with any well defined 

magnetic high the quadrature response is similar to the response over narrow 

conducting dykes or shears. It is probably deeper than any of the other 

conductors. Conductor F is of short duration and is likely formational 

Conductors C and E are the most attractive conductors and warrant further work.
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9.0 CONCLUSION:

Both the VLF-EM and the magnetic survey were useful in defining geological 

structure in the area. The VLF survey outlined two conductors that 

warrant further work. Conductor C is associated with a magnetic high 

which appears to be faulted in the east end, between line 24E and 28E. 

The shape of the conductor indicates it is at depth and not surficial. 

The conductor warrants more work at a closer line interval.

Conductor E is not associated with any particular magnetic high although 

it is in a zone of higher magnetics. This conductor could be the 

southern contact of the Destor-Porcupine fault. At any rate the conductor 

shape shows it to be at depth and more detailed work should be carried 

out over the conductor.

Peter G. Atherton B.Se.
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1.0 SUMMARY:

A four man crew conducted linecutting and a geological survey on the 

Road Property in Guibord Township between May 22 and June 24, 1980. 

The survey only located two outcrops along the Pike River so the 

geological interpretation is based on the results of the geophysical 

surveys and by observing outcrops on surrounding properties. The 

resulting interpretation indicated the location of the Destor-Porcupine 

Fault marked by the presence of mafic intrusives and talc schist. 

North of the fault zone is a band of mafic volcanics. This contact is 

unconformable. North of the mafic volcanics is a belt of intermediate 

volcanics.

The results show that the property warrants further work.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION;

The Road Claim Group was staked by Armco Mineral Exploration Ltd. in 

December 1979. The group consists of 14 contiguous claims, eleven 

are being included for assessment. Crew for the work consisted of a 

supervisor, one geologist and two linecutters. The claims were staked 

on the basis of favourable geology. A grid with sidelines at 400' 

intervals was cut in the bush and a geological survey was conducted 

over this grid to locate and evaluate the presence of valuable minerals. 

The survey was conducted between May 22, 1980 and June 24, 1980 as part 

of a larger survey conducted by H.E. Neal fc Associates Ltd. in Guibord 

Township.
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3.0 THE PROPERTY:

The property consists of 14 contiguous mining claims staked in 

December, 1979. The claims are currently held by Armco Mineral 

Exploration Ltd., P.O. Box 3000, Guelph, Ontario.

Claims are listed below:

L-548507 

L-548508 

L-548509 

L-548510 

L-548511 

L-548512 

L-548513 

L-548514 

L-548515 

L-548516 

L-548517 

L-548518 

L-548519 

L-548520

S*s Lot 12

S*s Lot 12

S*s Lot 11

&S Lot 11

S*5 Lot 12

NEJj Sh Lot 12

S*s Lot 11

S*5 Lot 11

N*s Lot 12

SWH; N*s Lot 11

N*s Lot 11

N^ Lot 12

NSj Lot 11

nh Lot 11

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV 

Cone. IV

Claims L548518, L548519, L548520 are not being included for credit.
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4.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS;

The fourteen mining claims are located in Guibord Township, District 

of Cochrane in the Larder Lake Mining Division. All of the claims 

are located Lots 11, 12, Cone. IV of Guibord Township l*s miles north 

of the Holtyre Townsite. Access is by truck along Highway 572 north 

from Holtyre.
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5.0 PREVIOUS WORK:

1946 - Hislop Mines Limited drilled 4 holes across the property in 

Lot 11, Concession IV. The drill holes intersected mafic 

volcanics and talc chlorite schist.

1964 - Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines drilled three holes for 

a total of 2010 feet. The drill holes intersected the sed 

andesite contact. Drill holes were located 480* west of 

post //2 of what is now L548518.
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6.0 LINE CUTTING;

Line cutting was done by H.E. Neal d Associates Ltd. personnel. The 

baseline was cut due east from Highway 572, 100' south of post #4 of 

claim L548511. Sidelines were cut every 400' with the exception of 

line 0+0. No line was cut at 0+00 due to the presence of a gas pipeline 

which was expected to interfere with the geophysical surveys. A total 

of 9.9 miles was cut.
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7.0 GEOLOGY;

7.1 General Geology

The rocks in the Guibord Township area are Archean in age and belong to 

the Abitibi Sub-Province of the Canadian Shield. The township and 

surrounding region is underlain by a complex mix of volcanic, sedimentary 

and plutonic rocks. The rocks strike generally ESE and WNW.

The Destor-Porcupine fault zone and the Pipestone fault zone are the two 

major structural breaks in the area. Other shear zones occur west of 

Guibord Township in Hislop Township. The Destor-Porcupine fault is the 

largest of the shear zones. It crosses Guibord Township in a southeast- 

northwest direction except in the southeast corner of the township where 

it is east-west. The fault zone varies in dip from nearly vertical to 

45 S (Prest 1951). Rocks south of the fault zone face south and are 

generally steeply dipping. North of the fault zone the rocks face north 

and also are steeply dipping.

The Pipestone fault zone lies 2 to 3 miles north of the Destor-Porcupine 

fault. This fault strikes southeast and is thought to join up with the 

Destor-Porcupine fault in Michaud Township to the east. The amount of 

movement on these faults is not known.

Cross faulting is common in the area and has been noted on many outcrops 

in the township. These faults usually strike NNE to north but they do 

vary. Due to the amount of overburden in the area exact fault movement 

is not possible. Some but not all of these faults cut across the 

Destor-Porcupine fault.
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Glacial deposits in the area range from glacial lacustrine clays and 

silts which cover most of the township to outwash sands and gravels 

that occur on the north east quarter of the township. The sand has been 

formed by wind action into dunes. These surficial deposits are underlain 

by ablation and lodgement till. The surficial deposits cover 9 57. o f the 

township and make rock correlation between outcrops difficult.

A table of formations is listed below:

CFNO2OIC Table of Formations

RECENT AND PLEISTOCENE: 1'cat; river and lake dcposhs; sand dunes; beach sand and grave!;
varved clay; glacial outwash sand and gravel; till (ground 
moraine). 

PRECAMBRIAN
MATACIIE\VAN{?): Diabase; quartz diabase, and porphyritic phases.
ALGOMAN: Granite, porphyritic granite; syenite, porphyritic syenite;

feldspar jxjrpnyry, quartz-feldspar porphyry; lamprophyre; 
carbonate bodies, veins, etc,

BASIC INTKUSIVES: Diorite, gabbro, diabase, and their quaru-lwaring equivalents;
peridotite; basic intrusive breccia.

VOLCANICS AND SEDIMENTS
•Acidic volcanics, including flows and related intrusivcs; sphcroi-

SOUTHERN VOLCANICS 
ASP SEDIMENTS:

dal and spherulitic rhyolite, coarse and fine pyroclastics and 
bedded tuffs. 

Intermediate to basic volcanics, including pillow lavas, minor
spheroidal lavas, and fragmental; talc-cliloritc schist; inter 
bedded chert. 

Sediments: conglomerate, greywacke, arkose, quartzite, and
. argillite.

NORTHERN VOLCANICS: Dacitic to basaltic lavas and related rocks, including lavas, 
spheroidal lavas, actinolitized volcanics, and talc-chlorile 
schists.

NORTHERN SEDIMENTS: Greywacke, quartzite, argillite; minor arkose, conglomerate, and 
intraformational conglomerate.

from Prest 1951.
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7-2 Geology of the Claim Group

Only two outcrops of mafic volcanics were found in the claim group due 

to thick overburden. The surficial deposit consisted of lacustine clay 

and silt. Measurements taken from previous diamond drilling indicates 

a thickness of 60 feet or more. Ablation till and lodgement till are 

exposed on the sides of the Pike River valley and are slightly more sandy 

than the lacustrine deposits. Recent surface vegetal swamp deposits 

are shown on the map. The Pike River appears to be close to bedrock where 

the two outcrops were located.

The following interpretation is based on the magnetic survey and observing 

outcrops in surrounding properties due to the small number of outcrops 

found on this property.

The assumed location of the Destor-Porcupine fault is marked on the 

accompanying map.

North of the Destor-Porcupine fault zone there are two distinct zones 

or rock types. The northern part of the claim group is underlain by 

intermediate volcanics indicated by the low magnetic values and by 

previous drilling by Hollinger. The intermediate volcanics are 

underlain by mafic volcanics of basaltic composition interlayered with 

probable intermediate volcanics. The examination of outcrops west of 

the property indicate these are basaltic in composition and contain more
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pyrrhotite than the andesites to the north. A certain amount of shearing 

and carbonatization is in evidence in outcrops here and it is likely 

to occur on the claims held by Armco. The band of intermediate volcanics 

in the middle of this zone is interupted where it encounters the Destor 

Porcupine fault zone.

The Destor Porcupine fault zone is marked by extremely high magnetic 

values occurring as linear features surrounded by less magnetic zones. 

This has been the case on other properties nearby where the fault zone has 

been encountered. The linnear magnetic anomalies are likely mafic 

intrusives surrounded by talc schist and talcy mafic volcanics and breccias. 

Pyrite and carbonatization are common and do occur on the outcrop on 

line 20E at the north side of the Pike River. An example of talcy mafic 

volcanics can be seen at the south end of line 28E.

The north contact of the fault zone is discordant with the mafic volcanics 

while the south contact is more concordant. A NNE trending cross fault 

appears to intersect and displace all rock types north of the river between 

lines 16E and 28E the fault might account for the brecciation seen on 

the outcrop on the north band of the Pike River at line 20E. The area 

south of the Destor Porcupine fault zone is likely underlain by mafic 

volcanics.

All rock types in this claim group appear to dip steeply including the 

mafic intrusives in the fault zone.
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8.0 CONCLUSION;

The geological survey along with the magnetometer and VLF surveys aided 

in'delineating structure favourable for economic mineralization. Although 

few outcrops were located on the claim group the examination of other 

outcrops in the immediate area was useful in obtaining an understanding 

of the geology of the claim group. This understanding was necessary 

for geophysical interpretation.

On the basis of the three surveys the property should be looked at in 

more detail particularly south of the river close to the southern contact 

of the fault zone. This area also had a strong VLF conductor. Other 

areas for further work have been outlined in the other surveys.

Peter G. Atherton B.Se.
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